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This work explores what level of transparency in reporting the details is required

for practical reproducibility of quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)

simulations. Using the reaction of an essential SARS-CoV-2 enzyme (the main pro-

tease) with a covalent inhibitor (carmofur) as a test case of chemical reactions in

biomolecules, we carried out QM/MM calculations to determine the structures and

energies of the reactants, the product, and the transition state/intermediate using

analogous QM/MM models implemented in two software packages, NWChem and Q-

Chem. Our main benchmarking goal was to reproduce the key energetics computed

with the two packages. Our results indicate that quantitative agreement (within

the numerical thresholds used in calculations) is difficult to achieve. We show that

rather minor details of QM/MM simulations must be reported in order to ensure

the reproducibility of the results and offer suggestions towards developing practical

guidelines for the reporting results of biosimulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations of structures and properties of biomolecules are now routinely

used to aid biomedical studies, including characterization of prospective drug candidates

and their interaction with pathogenes’ enzymes. Among various simulation tools, quantum
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mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approaches1,2 play an important role because

they are able to describe making and breaking of chemical bonds. Computational search

for efficient covalent inhibitors, which operate by binding covalently to the protein, relies on

QM/MM as an essential tool.

The COVID-19 pandemic prompted massive research efforts to reveal the mechanisms of

the action of SARS-CoV-2 enzymes at a molecular level, with an ultimate goal of designing

drugs to fight the disease3. In the past two years, numerous computational papers describing

various non-covalent and covalent inhibitors, which potentially can inactivate these enzymes

were published4–14.

Given the urgency and the significance of the subject, the question of reliability and

reproducibility of the results of these and future simulations is of an utmost importance.

Reproducibility of computational modeling of biological systems is not trivial because of the

complexity of underlying theoretical models, of the computational protocols implementing

these models, and of software stacks executing these protocols15. The standards of reporting

the details of calculations developed for electronic structure calculations16 are simply not

sufficient in this context.

The question of reproducibility of research results is of course much broader than molec-

ular simulations. A recent study17 investigated the reproducibility of the computational

results from a random sample of computational papers published in Science since 2011. The

authors were able to reproduce the findings of only 44% of the studies and attributed the

difficulties to a variety of problems, ranging from authors’ desire to protect their data or

software to the lack of standards and mechanisms for depositing digital artifacts, as well as

the complexity of the data and protocols. Given that biomolecular simulations are much

more complex than an average computational study (in terms of the protocols, the sheer

size of the data and the codes), the problems of reproducibility are likely to be more severe,

and would not be easily addressed by the proposed policies18.

Well-justified by the urgency of the situation, a rapid pace of publications reporting

computational studies related to COVID-19 calls for careful assessment of various aspects

of QM/MM simulations. We do not imply that the software has not been properly tested or

that the algorithms are not reliable; rather we point out that the results depend on numerous

parameters hidden in the simulation setups.

The pitfalls in biomolecular QM/MM simulations are well-known: QM/MM is not a
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black-box tool, the computational protocols are not standardized, the software is constantly

evolving, and computational workflows are not fully automated15. The reproducibility of

the results of QM/MM simulations is further hindered by the omission of details—often

perceived by authors as minor, irrelevant, or trivial—in the published papers.

In this contribution, we explore what level of transparency in reporting the details is

required for practical reproducibility of QM/MM simulations, with an aim to provide a guide,

in the spirit of IUPAC guidelines16, for future studies. We use the reaction of an essential

SARS-CoV-2 enzyme, the main protease (MPro)19, with a covalent inhibitor, carmofur,20

as a test case of chemical reactions in biomolecules. The main protease MPro is a cysteine

protease; in SARS-CoV-2, it catalyzes the cleavage of the polyprotein of the virus into the

working proteins, which is the key step in the virus replication in human cells21. Carmofur

is a certified drug for other diseases22. Its presumed inhibitory activity towards MPro is

shown in Fig. 1. The deprotonated side chain of the cysteine residue Cys145 of MPro ,

which is formed upon proton transfer to His41, reacts with the electrophilic carbon atom of

the carmofur tail attached to the fluoro-uracil warhead. This results in a covalently bound

adduct, thus blocking the function of the enzyme.

Computational characterization of such a reaction entails calculations of the energy pro-

file along the reaction coordinate. These calculations can confirm (or dispute) proposed

mechanisms and provide an insight into elementary steps involved. The comparison of the

reaction energy profiles computed for different target molecules can then be used to evaluate

their relative effectiveness in deactivating the enzyme. In this work, we carried out QM/MM

calculations to determine the structures and energies of the reactants, the product, and the

transition state/intermediate for the reaction of carmofur with MPro.

A reaction of MPro with another covalent inhibitor (called N3) was recently investigated

computationally by two expert groups9,12 using QM/MM and molecular dynamics simula-

tions with QM/MM potentials. Although the two papers report reaction energies within 3

kcal/mol from each other, the difference in the reaction barriers are much larger, up to 10

kcal/mol, illustrating an extent by which the results can be affected by different QM/MM-

based schemes.

We employed two different software packages, NWChem23 and Q-Chem24,25, in order to

utilize various technical innovations available in them. Using analogous QM/MM models

within the two packages, we constructed segments of the potential energy profile for the
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reaction in the enzyme’s active site. Our main benchmarking goal was to reproduce the

key energetics computed with the two packages—in the ideal case of perfectly reproducible

protocols, the structures of the key stationary points along the reaction profile and the

respective energetics computed by the two softwares should be identical, within small error

bars consistent with numerical thresholds used in the calculations. Our results indicate that

such agreement is difficult to achieve.

FIG. 1: The key step of the reaction between carmofur and MPro —the nucleophilic attack of the

thiolate of the catalytic cysteine.

QM/MM is a versatile approach1,2 for multi-scale modeling, suitable for simulating chemi-

cal processes in complex environments, such as solutions, solids, interfaces, or proteins. The

key idea is to partition the system into the important part (i.e., a subsystem where the

chemical reaction occurs), to be treated quantum mechanically, and the environment, to be

treated by less demanding methods, e.g., by classical forcefields. However, there is no unique

recipe for how to break the system into the QM and MM parts, how to treat them, and
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FIG. 2: Various components defining a QM/MM protocol.

how to describe their interaction. Even at a high level of generalization, as depicted in Fig.

2, QM/MM theory comprises multiple models and techniques. The ensuing computational

protocols are far from being black box and tend to be system specific. To complicate the

matters further, different software implementation of QM/MM models may lead to differ-

ences in computed properties obtained with seemingly identical protocols.

Once the QM and MM parts are defined, one needs to specify how to treat them (i.e.,

which level of theory for the QM and MM parts), their boundary (i.e., what to do with

the broken bonds) and how to describe their interaction (i.e., embedding type). In this

work, we describe the QM part by the density functional theory (DFT) using the PBE0-

(D3)/6-31G* level of theory and the MM part by the AMBER99 forcefield. We saturate the

broken bonds by hydrogen link atoms and use the electrostatic embedding QM/MM scheme,

which is capable of accounting for changes in charge distributions in the course of a reaction.

Specifying the above details defines the essential features of the QM/MM setup; however,

as we show below, this alone is not sufficient for reproducibility of the results, especially

between different software packages. Below we analyze the impact of other parameters on
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the computed properties and quantify their effect by comparing the results computed with

the two software packages. We consider:

• Details of treating the boundary between the QM and MM regions, specifically, charge

redistribution schemes;

• The geometry optimization protocols, specifically, whether microiterations are used

and how they are implemented;

• Versions of the AMBER99 forcefields and processing of the topology files;

• Details of the grid and dispersion correction used in the DFT calculations.

In addition to these details, which could, at least in principle, be specified by a precise

description of the implementation and relevant input keywords/parameters, there is always a

concern of the execution of the workflow. Numerous tasks involved in setting the calculations

are not fully automated and often involve manual inspection of the structure (e.g., in order to

assign proper protonation states of histidines and other titratable residues); in-house scripts

are often used to convert topology files and coordinates from one software to another (e.g.,

to convert the results from initial equilibration procedure by classical molecular dynamics

into inputs for QM/MM models). This creates additional challenges for reproducing the

results of QM/MM simulations even within the same research group.

II. DETAILS OF THE QM/MM SIMULATIONS

Figure 3 illustrates the treatment of covalent bonds at the QM/MM boundary by using

the link atom approach. Here we used hydrogens as the link atoms to saturate the dangling

bonds; however, this alone does not fully define the model. The exact placement of the

link atoms and the definition of charges on the boundary region varies among different

implementations26,27.

We used two different QM/MM partitioning schemes— one with a moderate-size QM

system (83 atoms) and one with a larger QM system (155 atoms). Figure 4 shows the

moderate-size QM region, which is used in most of our QM/MM calculations. It comprises 83

atoms belonging to the carmofur molecule, side chain/backbone atoms from His41, Asn142,

Gly143, Cys145, one water molecule, and five hydrogen link atoms. Figure 4 shows that five
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FIG. 3: Illustration of the link atoms approach. QM and MM atoms are marked as Qi and Mi,

respectively. The covalent bond between Q1 and M1 is cut and saturated by the link atom L.

To avoid overpolarization, the MM charges on the boundary (M1 here) are set to zero; in some

approaches, the excess charge is redistributed among the neighboring atoms to conserve the total

charge.

FIG. 4: Definition of the moderate-size QM region (83 atoms). Carbon atoms are colored green,

oxygen – red, nitrogen – blue, hydrogen – white, fluorine – cyan, sulfur – orange. The hydrogen

link atoms are shown in dark grey; they correspond to His41 (LH1, LH2), Asn142 (LA1, LA2) and

Cys145 (LC). Designation of several atoms in the system, which are referenced below (e.g., C7,

O7, N7 from carmofur, SG from Cys145, etc.) is specified.

covalent bonds are cut in this QM/MM partitioning (83 atoms in QM). Cutting the Cys145
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chain entails adding the hydrogen link atom (LC) at the bond between CA(Cys145) (i.e.,

Q1 in Fig. 3) and C(backbone) (i.e., M1 in Fig. 3). Correspondingly, in Fig. 3 the Q2

atoms are CB(Cys145), N(backbone), H; the M2 atoms are O and N; the M3 atoms are C

and H. The large QM system (155 atoms) comprises the moderate-size QM system plus the

side chain/backbone atoms from Thr25, Thr26, Leu27, Leu141, Asn142, Gly146, His164,

Met165, Asp187, four water molecules, and 15 link atoms. The relevant details are given in

the Supporting Information (SI).

When using electrostatic embedding, the QM region is polarized by the Coulomb potential

due to the MM point charges. The charges are determined by the forcefield and the treatment

of the boundary. Forcefields are generally well documented, although some variations exist

among different software packages that do not share the same topology with the AMBER99

parameters. For example, NWChem and Q-Chem differ in description of C- and N-terminal

groups, i.e., His41 is described by the HIP topology in NWChem and by the HID topology

in Q-Chem.

In addition, the boundary treatments may also vary, which, as we show below, can lead

to substantial discrepancies in QM energies. To avoid overpolarization of the QM region, the

charges of the boundary atoms (M1 in Fig. 3) are usually set to zero; however, the subsequent

treatment varies—some implementations redistribute the charges of the boundary atoms

among the neighboring atoms to preserve the total charge whereas others simply ignore it;

the redistribution schemes can also vary26.

The Q-Chem calculations were carried out using the HLINK option implemented in a

developer’s version of Q-Chem. The charge of the boundary atom (M1 in Fig. 3) was

set to 0 and its original forcefield charge was uniformly distributed among the neighboring

MM atoms, e.g., 1/3 of the original charge on M1 was added to the three M2 atoms. This

procedure is automated in the Q-Chem HLINK implementation and was tested by carrying

out additional single-point calculation in which the QM energies were computed in the field

of the manually prepared point charges. The NWChem calculations were carried out using

the “mm charges exclude none” option. It includes all MM point charges in the calculation

except the ones located on the covalent QM/MM boundary, i.e., the charge of M1 set to 0

and there is no charge redistribution over neighboring MM atoms.

To reduce cost of the MM force evaluation step, classical molecular dynamics simulations

often use electrostatic cutoffs (10-14 Å) in the MM force evaluation step. In QM/MM
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simulations, electrostatic cutoffs afford a speed-up in evaluating one-electron contributions

to the Hamiltonian. However, such cutoffs can cause problems with optimization, e.g.,

convergence issues when charges cross the cutoff line. Therefore, in this work we did not

apply cutoffs of the electrostatic contributions, i.e., the cutoff radius was larger than the

system size. This detail is crucial for achieving convergence in the energy minimization

procedure.

The results of the calculations can be also affected by the details of the geometry opti-

mization algorithms (full QM/MM optimization versus micro-iterations). The QM energy

includes the Coulomb interaction with the MM region. The MM energy includes forcefield

interactions between the MM atoms and van der Waals interactions between the QM and

MM parts. In the standard optimization step, the total energy and gradient include the

electrostatic interaction between the MM charges and polarized electron density of the QM

system.

To speed-up the calculations, NWChem affords a multi-region optimization procedure

(called micro-iterations), such that at each optimization cycle the QM region is optimized for

M steps (10 in our calculations) with the MM region being frozen, followed by N steps (300

in our case) of the optimization of the MM region with the QM region being frozen. In the

MM micro-iterations, the QM/MM electrostatic interaction is described using two options:

“density espfit” or “density static”. The first option approximates the electron density of

the QM region with the point charges obtained in the end of the QM optimization cycle,

whereas the second option uses exact frozen electron density of the QM region computed

in the end of the QM optimization cycle23. As discussed below, the two schemes yielded

slightly different structures.

The micro-iteration feature is not available in Q-Chem, such that the QM and MM re-

gions are optimized together in each cycle. Q-Chem can only carry out full unconstrained

optimizations because the current implementation of the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-

Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm28 does not allow for the constrained geometry opti-

mization or saddle point searches. Hence, we could only compare optimized structures of

the reactants, products, and intermediates, but not of transition states.

We prepared the model system of the enzyme-carmofur complex starting from the coor-

dinates of the heavy atoms provided by the protein data dank (PDB) structure 7BUY20.

Because the PDB structure contains only the alyphatic carmofur tail covalently bound to
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the catalytic Cys145 residue, the entire carmofur molecule with the fluoro-uracil warhead

(see Fig. 1) was manually docked into the active site after careful inspection of the structure

of the reaction product. Protons were added to the aminoacid residues according to their

conventional states at neutral pH; i.e., all Arg and Lys residues were positively charged, Glu

and Asp were negatively charged. The N-terminal Ser and C-terminal Gln residues were

protonated, yielding positive and negative charges, respectively. The histidine residues were

protonated according to the hydrogen-bond pattern implied by the heavy atoms positions,

i.e., Nε-protonated His64, His163, His164, His172, His246, and Nδ-protonated His41, His80.

The protein was fully solvated by TIP3P water molecules. The final model system contained

1,250 water molecules, including those present in the crystal structure PDB 7BUY.

Following QM/MM partitioning, we optimized these model systems with NWChem as

described below. To generate input files for Q-Chem calculations, we employed the Tinker

package29, which can read PDB files, recognize the names of the amino acid residues, and

generate topology files suitable for Q-Chem by assigning the atom type labels according to

the Tinker convention (also used by Q-Chem). Some atom labels used in NWChem were

adjusted to match the convention of the AMBER99 forcefield as implemented in Tinker; we

show an example (the serine side chain) in the SI. We also provide the inputs for QM/MM

simulations for both packages.

We treated the QM part using the PBE0 functional30 with the 6-31G* basis set and the

MM parth using the AMBER99 forcefield31. We used default grids (SG-1) and the original

variant of Grimme’s D3 correction32. We note that the Q-Chem implementation uses by

default slightly different damping functions than NWChem; however, the same damping

functions can be deployed using appropriate keywords. The details of the grid, the exact

variant of D3 correction, and relevant input keywords are given in the SI. We also investigated

the effect of the functional choice on the reaction energetics and report additional results

obtained with ωB97X-D33,34.

We consider the segment of the potential energy surface (PES) between the reactant

(denoted below as REAC) and the product (denoted as PROD) of the reaction of MPro with

carmofur. PROD corresponds to the covalent complex between MPro and the alyphatic tail of

carmofur (whose structure can be compared to the crystallography data) and the separated

fluoro-uracil warhead in the active site. REAC corresponds to the reactive conformation

of the reactants, formed upon proton transfer within the catalytic dyad from the initially
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neutral side chain of Cys145 to the initially neutral side chain of His41 (see the upper

part of Fig. 1). We did not model the initial enzyme-substrate (ES) complexes with the

neutral Cys145 and His41 species, because the initial step of proton transfer from Cys/His

to Cys−/His+ in cysteine proteases is well studied8,35,36 and is not considered to be critical

in the reaction mechanism. To investigate the effect of the QM size, we computed reaction

profile using the two QM-MM partitioning schemes described above (83 and 155 QM atoms).

We consider two different protocols for computing the reaction profile. In Protocol 1,

we use the same structures (optimized with NWChem) to carry out single-point energy

calculations with NWChem and Q-Chem. In Protocol 2, we compute reaction energy profile

using structures optimized with respective packages, i.e., NWChem energetics is computed

using NWChem-optimized structures and Q-Chem energetics is computed using Q-Chem-

optimized structures (Q-Chem optimizations were carried out starting from the NWChem

optimized structures). As discussed below, the agreement between the NWChem and Q-

Chem optimized structures is reasonable but not perfect.

For the moderate-size QM, we located the minimum energy structures of REAC, PROD,

and the respective transition state (TS) by optimizing the geometry with the density espfit

option in NWChem. The REAC and PROD structures were re-optimized for the 155-atomic

QM part with the density espfit and density static options. Using Protocol 2 (geometry

optimization in each software package), we obtained the structures and energies of three

minimum energy points, REAC, PROD, and the reaction intermediate (INT). Below we

compare the total QM/MM energies and various individual contributions for each calcu-

lation. We emphasize that we compare the results obtained with NWChem and Q-Chem

using precisely the same QM/MM partitioning, the same MM parameters, and the same

QM level of theory. We note that often only these computational details are reported in the

QM/MM studies.

III. ANALYSIS OF QM/MM RESULTS: PROTOCOL 1

We begin by analyzing the three key points on the PES—REAC, TS, and PROD—located

with NWChem using the (more economical) density espfit option with the moderate-size (83

atoms) QM part. In this calculation we were able to locate the true TS structure as the

stationary point with a single imaginary frequency of 293i cm−1.
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FIG. 5: Alignment of the PROD and X-ray structures. Distances are in Å. The values in italics

refer to the crystal structure. Hydrogen atoms are omitted.

It is instructive to compare the results of QM/MM optimization with the only available

piece of experimental information—the X-ray structure. Fig. 5 shows the structure of PROD

superimposed over the crystal structure PDB 7BUY, focusing on the fragments that are

important for this reaction. Fig. 5 shows the most important structural parameters, namely,

the length of the formed covalent bond SG(Cys145)-C7(carmofur) and the parameters of

the formed oxyanion hole (the distances between O7 atom of carmofur and the backbone

nitrogen atoms). The X-ray and computed parameters agree reasonably well, especially

taking into account that the PROD model system includes the leaving group (the fluoro-

uracil warhead), which is absent in the X-ray structure. The magnitude of discrepancies is

typical for QM/MM simulations.

Fig. 6 summarizes the results of calculations. The individual panels show the REAC,

TS, and PROD structures, and the reaction energy profiles computed with NWChem and

Q-Chem. The reaction energetics computed with the two softwares shows the discrepancies

of 3 kcal/mol at the TS point and of 6 kcal/mol at the PROD point, which is discouraging,

especially given that the calculations used the same QM/MM partitioning, same geometries,

and the same QM and MM treatments.

Table I shows various energy contributions to the total QM/MM energy obtained with

NWChem and Q-Chem. The total energy in the last row is what determines the reaction

profile (energies of the TS and PROD relative to REAC; shown the left lower panel in Fig.

6); it is the sum of QM, QM/MM, and MM terms. To understand the sources of discrepan-
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FIG. 6: Structures of REAC, TS, and PROD obtained with Protocol 1 and moderate-size (83

atoms) QM part and the corresponding total energy profile. Distances are in Å. The TS panel

shows the vibrational mode with the imaginary frequency 293i cm−1.

cies between the calculations performed with two software packages, we compare different

contributions to the total energy. These terms are: “QM in gas phase” is the quantum

mechanical energy of the isolated QM subsystem (no MM point charges; D3 correction is

subtracted); “QM in MM charges” is the energy of the QM subsystem in the presence of

the external MM charges from which the explicit charge-density and charge-nuclei contri-

butions are subtracted37; “QM + QM/MM” is the full energy of the QM system in the

presence of the MM charges (i.e., “QM in MM charges” plus the explicit charge-density and

charge-nuclei contributions); and “MM” is the forcefield energy of the MM region.

We attribute small differences in the absolute QM energies (“QM in gas phase”) to the

differences in: (i) the precise positions of the link atoms and (ii) the parameters of the DFT

grids (the grid parameters are given in the SI; they are similar for all elements except for

sulfur). The differences in the absolute and relative QM energies are 0.0015 hartree and 0.3

kcal/mol, respectively. Thus, the single-point QM energies are consistent between the two

packages.
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The discrepancies in total energies between the two packages are due to the different ways

of redistributing external charges on the QM boundary. The MM energies follow a similar

pattern; relative energies are consistent, whereas differences in absolute energies are larger.

The discrepancies in the MM energies are due to slight differences in topologies within the

versions of the AMBER99 forcefield implemented in the two software packages.

This analysis of the discrepancies between individual terms allows us to attribute the dis-

crepancies in the total energies to the “QM+QM/MM” term, i.e., the explicit electrostatic

contribution (charge-nuclei and charge-density interaction), whereas the implicit electro-

static contribution (energy of the system polarized by the MM charges) that is accounted

for in the “QM in MM charges” term is consistent in the two softwares.

Our results illustrate that small differences in the treatment of the QM/MM bound-

ary can and ultimately do lead to substantial differences in the computed reaction energy

profiles. The overall differences in the computed energetics for TS and PROD relative to

REAC are around 3-5 kcal/mol. The magnitude of these discrepancies is disappointingly

large compared to the desired accuracy of 1 kcal/mol; it also exceeds the errors due to ap-

proximations in the quantum-chemistry treatments. This qualifies the uncertainties in the

QM/MM calculations, setting the bar for reproducibility of the QM/MM results between

different software packages.
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TABLE I: Energies for the REAC, TS, and PROD structures computed using the same structures.a

Energy Energy (a.u.) Energy of PROD relative

contribution Software REAC to REAC (kcal/mol)

TS PROD

QM in NWChem -2474.6196 15.6 -5.2

gas phase Q-Chem -2474.6211 15.8 -4.9

QM in NWChem -2474.5907 12.2 -5.7

MM charges Q-Chem -2474.6545 12.9 -4.7

QM NWChem -2475.1349 14.9 -9.7

+ QM/MM Q-Chem -2475.9042 11.5 -15.5

MM NWChem -39.1656 -6.3 -8.9

Q-Chem -39.2451 -5.9 -8.8

Total energy NWChem -2514.3005 8.5 -18.6

QM + QM/MM + MM Q-Chem -2514.1494 5.5 -24.3

a 83-atom QM subsystem (see Fig. 4); structures optimized with NWChem using the density espfit

option. D3 correction is subtracted from the “QM in gas phase” but is included in all other terms.

Definitions: “QM in gas phase” is the quantum-mechanical energy of the isolated QM subsystem

(no MM point charges); “QM in MM charges” is the energy of the QM subsystem in the presence of

the external MM charges without the explicit charge-density and charge-nuclei contributions; “QM

+ QM/MM” is the total QM energy in the presence of the MM charges (i.e., “QM in MM charges”

energy plus the explicit charge-density and charge-nuclei contributions; “MM” is the forcefield

energy of the MM region.

As the next step, we analyze the effect of increasing the size of the QM subsystem (up to

155 atoms, see Section II) and using different optimization protocols (density espfit versus

density static). In these calculations, we only consider the REAC and PROD structures and

their relative energies. The energies are collected in Table II.

First, we note that the structures computed using these two optimization options differ

slightly. Fig. 7, which compares the two structures of REAC, shows that the discrepancies

do not exceed 0.1 Å for the critical distances: i.e., the distance of the nucleophilic attack
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FIG. 7: Alignment of the REAC structures optimized with NWChem using the density espfit

(colored balls and sticks, red values for distances) and density static (yellow sticks, dark blue

values for distances) options. Hydrogen atoms are omitted. Distances are in Å.

(SG(Cys145)-C7(carmofur)), the distance between SG(Cys145) and NE(His145), and the

distances describing the future oxyanion hole between O7 (carmofur) and nitrogen atoms in

the Gly143-Cys145 chain.

However, these slight discrepancies in the optimized structures lead to discrepancies in

the relative energies of REAC and PROD, up to 2-3 kcal/mol, as shown in Table II; cf

the corresponding rows “NWChem density espfit” and “NWChem density static”. Com-

parison of the respective rows in the “QM + QM/MM” section shows the discrepancies

between the NWChem and Q-Chem energies increases up to 6 kcal/mol, giving rise to the

same-magnitude discrepancies (5 kcal/mol) in the total energy as in the calculations with a

moderate-size QM subsystem.

This is a counter-intuitive finding—we expected that increasing the QM subsystem would

reduce the discrepancies due to slightly different treatment of the boundary as the boundary

moves further way from the reaction center. However, larger QM subsystem resulted in a

larger QM-MM boundary, which entailed cutting more covalent bonds and, consequently,
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more link atoms and more points where the redistribution of boundary charges occur. It is

indeed disappointing that increasing the QM does not improve the agreement between the

two softwares.

TABLE II: Energies for the REAC and PROD structures.a

Energy

contribution
Software

Optimization option

in NWChem
E (a.u.), REAC

Energy of PROD

relative REAC (kcal/mol)

QM in gas

phase

NWChem
density espfit

-4092.3434 -3.7

Q-Chem -4092.3472 -4.0

NWChem
density static

-4092.3439 -5.2

Q-Chem -4092.3475 -5.3

QM in MM

charges

NWChem
density espfit

-4091.8895 -1.0

Q-Chem -4092.2708 -1.0

NWChem
density static

-4091.8897 -2.5

Q-Chem -4092.2712 -2.5

QM +

QM/MM

NWChem
density espfit

-4093.1537 -28.4

Q-Chem -4092.8357 -34.1

NWChem
density static

-4093.1711 -26.0

Q-Chem -4092.8553 -31.5

MM

NWChem
density espfit

-38.3278 +5.9

Q-Chem -38.5575 +6.1

NWChem
density static

-38.3284 +5.4

Q-Chem -38.5543 +5.9

Total energy QM

+ QM/MM +

MM

NWChem
density espfit

–4131.4814 -22.5

Q-Chem -4131.3932 -28.0

NWChem
density static

-4131.4995 -20.5

Q-Chem -4131.4096 -25.6

a 155-atom QM subsystem, structures optimized with NWChem using the density espfit and density

static options. See footnotes in Table I for the definition of various energy terms.
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FIG. 8: Alignment of the REAC structures optimized by Q-Chem (balls and sticks colored by

elements) and by NWChem (stick colored yellow). Distances are in Å. Hydrogen atoms are omitted.

IV. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURES: PROTOCOL 2

Having established the effect of the structures computed using two different protocols

in NWChem on the reaction profile, we now focus on the differences in the key energetics

computed with MWChem and Q-Chem using the structures optimized with each software.

Here we use moderate-size QM part (83 atoms). The structures were first optimized with

NWChem (using ”density static”) and then reoptimized with Q-Chem.

In these calculations, we located one more minimum energy point on the PES between

REAC and PROD, which was overlooked in the density espfit calculations. This structure

denoted as INT corresponds to the tetrahedral intermediate typical for the serine or cysteine

protease catalysis. The energy of INT is slightly below the level of the previously located TS.

Also, we could not locate the second transition state, separating INT and PROD. Multiple

scans of the PES in the region around the first TS (separating REAC and INT) reveal very

shallow landscape and allow us to estimate that the height of the second transition state is

below 1 kcal/mol. Therefore, here we focus on the three stationary points, REAC, INT and
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FIG. 9: The reaction energy profile showing the relative energies of REAC, INT and PROD located

using Protocol 2.

PROD.

Fig. 8 shows superposition of the groups assigned to the QM part in the REAC structure

obtained in two packages. The distances along the chemical bonds are practically identi-

cal in two optimized structures. There are slight discrepancies in intermolecular distances.

For instance, the distance of the nucleophilic attack (i.e., the SG(Cys145)-C7(carmofur)

distances) are 3.44 Å and 3.39 Å in the NWChem and Q-Chem optimized structures, re-

spectively. These small differences can affect relative energies obtained with two packages.

The results are summarized in Fig. 9 and in Table III. We observe discrepancies of 1-3.5

kcal/mol in relative energies computed using this protocol, which are slightly smaller than

the discrepancies obtained with Protocol 1.
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TABLE III: Energies for the REAC, INT, and PROD structures.a

Energy Energy (a.u.) Energy of PROD relative

contribution Software REAC to REAC (kcal/mol)

INT PROD

QM in NWChem -2474.5961 13.5 -3.5

MM charges Q-Chem -2474.6744 10.9 -5.6

QM NWChem -2475.1218 7.1 -16.8

+ QM/MM Q-Chem -2474.8649 13.2 -16.8

MM NWChem -39.1798 -0.8 -1.8

Q-Chem -39.2606 -5.8 -5.3

Total energy NWChem -2514.3017 6.3 -18.6

QM(D3) + QM/MM + MM Q-Chem -2514.1255 7.5 -22.1

a 83-atom QM subsystem optimized with NWChem density static and independently with

Q-Chem. See footnotes in Table I for the definition of various energy terms.

V. DISCUSSION

Our initial research plan was to validate the QM/MM protocols in the two software

packages, NWChem and Q-Chem, using the MPro-carmofur reaction as a test case, and then

follow with computational design of other prospective covalent inhibitors of MPro by the

joint efforts of our research groups located at different parts of the globe. However, our

benchmarking calculations revealed numerous problems of QM/MM calculations, which we

did not anticipate to encounter in such a mature field. Indeed, the QM-MM boundary issues

have been extensively discussed in many studies going back to the late 20th century2,38–41.

Several software packages are used nowadays, almost routinely, to scan reaction energy pro-

files for enzyme catalysis. Most users commonly employ the default options of the QM/MM

algorithms with confidence that these broadly used tools are robust and produce reliable

results. However, our study documents that the codes hide some serious pitfalls related to

the QM-MM boundary treatments.

The results discussed above show that small differences in protocols such as optimization

algorithms can lead to slightly different stationary points, even when starting from the iden-
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tical staring points. Moreover, small differences in implementations can lead to discrepancies

of up to 5 kcal/mol in relative energies computed with two different software packages, even

when using the identical structures.

Strictly speaking, these problems are not critical for the computational prediction of

covalent inhibitors of enzymes. For the purpose of computational screening of prospective

inhibitors, it is sufficient to estimate whether the binding energy of the complex is sufficiently

large (i.e., greater than 15 kcal/mol) while the barrier for the rate-limiting step is not too

high (e.g., less than 15 kcal/mol). This is clearly the case for the MPro-carmofur reaction,

as we report here. Despite the noted quantitative discrepancies in calculation results, the

overall picture that emerged from the QM/MM simulations is consistent in the sense that:

(1) the reaction energy (the relative energy between PROD and REAC) is large enough

(around 20 kcal/mol) to explain strong covalent binding of the carmofur tail by the protein;

and (2) the energy barrier of the reaction is small enough (less than 10 kcal/mol) to explain

efficient chemical reaction between carmofur and MPro.

The key features of the energy landscape are illustrated in Fig. 9 and in Tables I, II, and

III. The structure called TS, lying within 8 kcal/mol above REAC, separates REAC from the

reaction intermediate INT, the energy of which is slightly below the TS level. The shallow

energy landscape around the TS-INT region should contain another low saddle between INT

and PROD; however, locating all possible stationary points is not necessary (a more rigorous

approach would be to compute free energy profiles by QM/MM-based molecular dynamics

simulations11,13,42–45, possibly augmented by machine learning methods46,47).

The results of the present simulations are consistent with the experimental observation

that carmofur binds covalently to MPro and can act as an efficient inhibitor. Following this

initial study, we have already carried out series of QM/MM calculations aiming to identify

novel covalent inhibitors of MPro. The results are presented in the companion paper, where

we followed the lessons learned here and carefully reported all technical details of QM/MM

calculations, as required for reproducibility.

Coming back to the benchmarking, we comment here on the choice of a quantum-

chemistry method and the size of the QM part. Currently, there is no practical alternative

to DFT due to large sizes of typical QM subsystems, which often go up to hundreds of

atoms, and the need to perform numerous energy and gradient calculations in QM/MM

optimizations or free-energy simulations. The hybrid functionals such as B3LYP or PBE0
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are commonly used in such calculations48–55. However, modern range-separated functionals

might offer better accuracy and reliability, especially because the QM subsystem undergoes

massive charge redistribution in the course of the reaction, so that the energetics might be

spoiled by self-interaction errors56,57. To look into this, we computed single point QM/MM

energies with the ωB97X-D3 functional33,34 using Q-Chem. We obtained relative energies of

+7.3 for INT and -22.2 kcal/mol for PROD, which are close to the +7.5 and -22.1 kcal/mol

values obtained with PBE0-D3 (shown in Table III). These differences due to the choice of

the functional are clearly smaller than the discrepancies due to different QM/MM imple-

mentations in different software packages.

The conventional wisdom is that using large QM subsystems generally improves the

accuracy and the robustness of the results. The effect of the size of the QM region and

other aspects of QM/MM simulations have been investigated by many researchers58–62. For

example, Ochsenfeld and co-workers have shown58,59 that reaction energetics can be reliably

computed even with mechanical embedding, provided the QM system size is large enough.

When using electrostatic embedding, they reported much faster convergence with respect to

the QM system size: about 1,000 atoms for proton transfer in DNA59 and 150-300 atoms for

an isomerization reaction in a peptidic system58. We investigated the effect of increasing the

QM part by comparing the results of the 83-atom-large and 155-atom-large QM subsystems.

Contrary to our expectation that a larger QM region would make the results less sensitive

to the details of the protocols and, therefore, improve the reproducibility, we found that the

effect is more nuanced. It turns out that the larger QM subsystem requires cutting more

covalent bonds, giving rise to an extended boundary. The presence of the extended boundary

exacerbates the effect of small differences in the treatment of the QM/MM boundary between

the two software packages. This finding poses a bigger question about multi-scale methods—

can one expect the convergence of the results towards the exact answer (full QM treatment)

as the QM subsystem size increases and—if yes—how smooth this convergence might be?

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we show that seemingly minor details of QM/MM simulations, such as

the treatment of the MM atom types, placements of link atoms, and charges in the boundary

region, should be reported in order to ensure the reproducibility of the results. Specifically, to
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accurately reproduce the results obtained with the specific electrostatic embedding QM/MM

approach and a specific software, one would need all details of the calculation, to a keyword in

the input file, and the exact version of the code. The PDB structures of the stationary points

are simply not sufficient. Even with such level of details, one can expect differences up to 5

kcal/mol between different software packages, because of the differences in implementation

and the inability for a user to control every small detail of the algorithm, as many parameters

are hard-coded and cannot be changed via input. The problem of reproducibility exists even

within the same package and the same group. Presently, it is not clear what one can do,

but the first step is to acknowledge this problem and this is what we attempted to do in

this paper.

The QM treatment (with no embedding) is under control16, provided that thresholds,

cutoffs, damping functions, grids, etc are specified. For DFT, which is the standard choice for

QM/MM calculations, the cutoff, grid parameters, and exact details for empirical dispersion

corrections should be reported for quantitative reproducibility of the results. We encourage

researchers to share more details, including but not limited to the actual grids used in

numerical integration. Such details can be provided in the supplementary materials or

uploaded to relevant databases (such as MolSSI’s COVID hub).

Reproducibly of QM/MM results is challenging because one keyword can change the

conclusions quantitatively. The basic idea of multi-scale modeling is great—it is well justified

by physics and is practical. The basic idea of the electrostatic embedding scheme is also

great and very useful. The scientific community uses extensively QM/MM-based techniques

to describe chemical processes happening in complex environments. Presently, there is no

alternative for modeling chemical transformations in complex biomolecular systems. The

next step to maturity of the field is a standardization of the protocols and ways to store,

access and analyze results obtained by different scientists with different software. Simply

stating “QM/MM electrostatic embedding scheme” in a paper is clearly not sufficient, as

the details of the scheme could be fine-tuned by several keywords in the software, and that

could lead to quantitatively different results.

It is difficult to find a practical solution to the changes of the software—the codes are

constantly evolving in order to adapt to new hardware, improve efficiency, or expand the

functionality. Even if no bugs are introduced by the updates, the results produced by

different versions of the same software can differ because defaults were changed.
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Some proposals go as far as suggesting to use docker containers with snapshots of the

exact software executables and even operational system used in a research project17, however,

we consider this to be impractical and burdensome to the researchers and the environment

(e.g., the infrastructure for keeping such vast amount of data would have a significant carbon

footprint). Equally impractical is providing all output files for a project because of their

large sizes—tens of gigabytes for a single reaction profile or terabites for dynamics and

free-energy simulations.

Instead, we suggest to find a reasonable compromise in reporting the details—clearly there

is a vast space between not showing any details and having the full containers with the exact

software, libraries, input and output files. Instead of aiming at the exact reproducibility we

propose to attempt to quantify anticipated error bars due to software implementations, as

we have done in this work in the context of energetics of an enzymatic reaction.

On a positive note, despite of these pitfalls, we emphasize the consistency of the qualita-

tive conclusions based on the results obtained in the different parts of the globe and using

different software packages applied to the important and urgent problem. We conclude that

prediction of prospective covalent inhibitors for troublesome enzymes can be successfully

accomplished by properly documented QM/MM modeling.
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